Comparison of similarity coefficients for clustering and compound selection.
Recent studies into the use of a selection of similarity coefficients, when applied to searches of chemical databases represented by binary fingerprints, have shown considerable variation in their retrieval performance and in the sets of compounds being retrieved. The main factor influencing performance is the density distribution of the bitstrings for the active class, a feature which is closely related to molecular size. If this is the case when these coefficients are applied to similarity searches, then we would expect considerable variation in performance when applied to dissimilarity methods, namely clustering and compound selection. Here we report on several studies which have been undertaken to investigate the relative performance of 13 association and correlation coefficients, which have been shown to exhibit complementary performance in similarity searches, when applied to hierarchical and nonhierarchical clustering methods and to a compound selection methodology. Results suggest that the correlation coefficients perform consistently well for clustering and compound selection, as does the Baroni-Urbani/Buser association coefficient. Surprisingly, these often outperform the Tanimoto coefficient, while the Simple Match (effectively the complement of the Squared Euclidean Distance) performs very poorly.